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When reflecting upon the Revolutionary War through two centuries of American History, quite often an idealized 

narrative is formed, that of Patriots fighting a unified cause against a distant and foreign oppressor.  It does not 

readily occur to us from our modern perspective that opinions on the conflict were more diverse than may appear 

by just reading history textbooks, much in the same way political ideas are divided today.  Often overlooked is the 

sentiments of those who did not agree with violent conflict – those who decided not to get involved and especially 

those who chose to actively oppose the majority movement occurring across the colonies. 

Through court records and assembled histories, it is widely known that Thomas Hunt was among a group of 

Loyalists residing in Bedford County, VA during the Revolutionary War.  But there is only so much that can be 

gleaned by just focusing on direct sources.  A more complete picture can be assembled by looking at the Loyalist 

movement as a whole, from its inception early in the conflict all the way to the trials and imprisonment of its 

various adherents. 

The following is a broad account of Loyalist activities in southwestern Virginia, one that is meant to paint a 

comprehensive picture of the movement’s place in history, from the perspective of Thomas Hunt and his 

contemporaries. 

 

List of Primary Sources for Thomas Hunt as a Loyalist: 

26
th

 Oct 1778 // Bedford County, Court Order Book #6: Thomas Hunt answers to “complaint against 

[him] by Commonwealth.” 

30
th

 Sep 1780 // Bedford County, Court Order Book #6: Thomas Hunt trial for high treason, pleaded 

guilty, sent to publick jail in Richmond for further trial. 

7
th

 Oct 1780 // Virginia Revolutionary Publick Clams (and Journal of the House of Delegates): List of 

individuals held at the jail in Bedford County per petition of John Meade; Thomas Hunt listed at 41 days 

imprisonment. 

12
th

 Dec 1780 // Journal of the House of Delegates (and Hening’s Statues at Large): “An for Granting 

Pardon to Certain Offenders; Thomas Hunt is listed along with 15 others as confined in the Richmond 

Jail, pardon is offered to all “ignorant persons” having taken oath of allegiance. 

26
th

 Sep 1785 // Bedford County Chancery Court, Hunt v Williams: Thomas Hunt case against Bartlett 

Williams per payment dispute, attorney fees for trial at the General Court in Richmond; details provided 

to the situation surrounding time spent in Richmond jail awaiting trial and pardon. 

 

 

 



Part 1: Loyalist Sentiments Early in the Revolutionary War 

John Hook and the Bedford Committee of Safety 

An early account of the sentiments of local Loyalist can be found in the John Hook Papers from Duke 

University.  A local merchant who emigrated from Scotland, John Hook had strong ties with Britain.  It 

comes as no surprise that he had a few words to share regarding the developing conflict.  In May 1775, 

he was called before the newly-formed Bedford Committee of Safety to answer complaints that he had 

spoken harshly of the American cause and distributed Pamphlets “with an intention of raising divisions 

among the People,” per letter submitted by Charles Lynch. 

In Lynch’s account of their discussion, he reported that Hook had expressed the opinion that “there 

never will be peace till the Americans get well flogged.”  In contrast, through his answer to the 

committee, Hook explained his remark in the following terms: 

“If I said there never would be peace till the Americans get well flog’d, I meant to say the Bostonians, I am 

loth to contradict Mr. Lynch but think he must be mistaken as to the word Americans, It has always been 

my opinion since the beginning of this unhappy dispute, that the Bostonians did not behave well in 

destroying the Tea and that it is wrong to lake a Brothers part under those circumstances, it was on this 

Principle that I wished them a [scourging] and not from any enmity to the Liberties of America.” 
[1]

 

From his words, it appears that he did not find the actions of the Patriots to be justified and perhaps 

also that it was foolish to go against the perceived might of the British army, possibly from the belief 

that defeat was inevitable for the Americans.  In terms of his mercantile business, he may have been 

predisposed to hope for stability – to maintain peaceful relations with British partners.   

The report that there were pamphlets circulating suggests that these ideas were publicly voiced and 

shared among those friendly to the King, much in the same way ideas are debated today in political 

circles.  Being early in the war, with the conflict still relatively far away, it may have seemed acceptable 

by both the Patriots and Loyalists to disagree, so long as it did not disturb the general peace; this based 

on the fact that the outcome was still far from certain. 

Divisions as Documented in the County Court 

As time wore on, it became apparent the conflict would not die quickly.  Tensions likely 

increased amongst neighbors.  In the court records, an increasing number of incidents involving 

breaches of the peace or complaints of the Commonwealth are found.   

One such instance occurs 24
th

 October 1778, when Thomas Hunt was held for £100 

recognizance to appear in court and answer “the compliant of the Commonwealth against 

him.”  Jesse Hunt signed as his Surety.  Though, it does not include the reason or any other 

details, one can infer the complaint was similar to John Hook’s earlier run-in with the 

Committee of Safety, in that he likely said something antagonistic to the Patriot cause.  A 

month later, he was discharged of the requirement, having appeared but no witnesses coming 

forward. 
[2] 

Various other accounts from the county Order Books are recorded in Salmon’s bicentennial 

history of Franklin County; they included various fines and jail sentences in certain cases where 



guilt could be proven. 
[3]

  However, the descriptions in the book showcase the limitations of 

focusing on the court records alone, since the details for each complaint are not shown in the 

court summary.  In fact, they don’t provide any indication to the real extent of the developing 

conspiracy which would reach its culmination by the summer of 1780… 

 

Part 2: The Loyalist Plot Against the Lead Mines 

A part of the strategy laid out by the British in pursuing a southern campaign was that they believed 

greater support existed from Loyalists in the Southern colonies; thus if they could liberate the right 

areas they might incite widespread insurrection and take control through the assistance of the 

population.  History records, however, that support was far less than reported.  But we do know that 

there were active groups of Loyalists ready to mobilize when the opportunity arose.  Such as was the 

case in early 1780, when word began to spread of Cornwallis moving through South Carolina. 

Col. William Preston’s Account of the Loyalist Plot 

Much of what we now know of the Loyalist plot in southwestern Virginia comes from the collection of 

letters and papers of Col. William Preston, assembled in the Draper Manuscripts of the Wisconsin 

Historical Society.  Preston was commander of the Montgomery militia, and thus in the spring of 1780 

he found himself absorbed in a Loyalist scheme to destroy the local lead mines. 

In March, he wrote to Governor Thomas Jefferson, warning of the discovery of around 75 men who 

were in communication with the British army through a certain John Griffith, ringleader of the group, 

and had taken an Oath of Allegiance to the King.  The method for giving this oath was described as 

follows: 

“That Griffith assured them he would return to them by the 28th or 29th of March with one Col. Robinson 

from the British Army properly authorized to administer the Oath, to enroll their Names, to promise each 

man 2/6 sterling a Day from that Time and 450 acres of Land to clear of Quit Rents 21 years & that the 

Roll of their Names should be sent to the King and Parliament of England that it might be known what 

Friends they had here…” 
[4] 

It should be noted that later when Thomas Hunt appears before the Bedford Court, he is accused of 

“taking the following Oath and administering it to others.” 
[2]

  Thus, it can be presumed the methods 

described would apply to his case and to his direct accomplices in Bedford, as is similar to the 

Montgomery County account.  No doubt the two cells were in communication with each other and with 

the British.   

Less is known about the activities of the Bedford group, however a biography provided online by the 

Avoca Museum of Col. Charles Lynch, Preston’s Bedford militia counterpart, helps fill in the gaps.  Their 

plans involved multiple targets: destroy the lead and saltpeter mines in Montgomery, likewise the 

manufacturing operations supervised by Lynch in Concord on the Bedford side, and march upon 

Charlottesville where British prisoners-of-war were being held.  If successful, they would have crippled 

the Patriot’s ability to produce ammunitions, liberated captured soldiers from the northern campaigns, 

and taken Richmond for the British, with assistance of armies marching from the south… 
[5] 



It is fortunate, however, that these events did not come to pass.  Through superior intelligence, the 

Patriot militias were able to learn of the plot and subdue the insurrection just as it was beginning to 

mobilize.  As Preston wrote: 

“In order to discover their designs we were obliged to employ two Men last July to go amongst them in the 

Character of British officers. One of these young men called John Wyatt had been a Prisoner at Charles 

Town but made his Escape & had by some Means procured Protection from another Person & some of 

Clintons Proclamations which enabled him to pass amongst these people unsuspected & make many 

important Discoveries.” 
[4] 

In late July responding to the gathered intelligence, Preston mobilized his men and intercepted the 

Loyalist camps situated along the Little River.  The group dispersed and were pursued, with many being 

captured and later tried in the Montgomery County court. 

In terms of justice sought by the Patriots, the general sentiment was that of leniency and law.  This may 

seem counterintuitive, but if viewed from their perspective – that these men were their neighbors and 

fellow countrymen who suffered “delusions” but could still be considered good men and citizens – their 

response is better understood.  Preston expressed this personally in a petition he wrote to Thomas 

Heavin, a Montgomery County loyalist: 

“Being conscious to himself of these Facts and of his Treasonable Practices, he has withdrawn himself from 

a public Enquiry into his Conduct & from the Punishment which he might reasonably expect would follow 

such an Enquiry -- but the Government of Virginia being full of Mercy & ever willing to forgive her rebel & 

Disaffected Sons would rather reclaim & Pardon a number of them than Punish one.” 
[4] 

This sentiment is shared by Thomas Jefferson in his replies to various letters received regarding the 

situation; in fact, he goes as far to recommend sending those found guilty for further trial at the General 

Court, which is a course of action we know was taken for a portion of the Bedford group; Jefferson even 

describes the procedure that should be pursued for granting a pardon: 

“Such of them whose offence amounts to high treason had better be tried as soon as possible before the 

examining court and sent down if found guilty. I mean this of the ring leaders, those who have enlisted 

others into the conspiracy, or who have accepted of commissions. The more ignorant and insignificant who 

give proofs of sincere repentance and may be useful as witnesses to convict the others had better not be 

put under prosecution. The reason is that if they be prosecuted and convicted of treason the Executive 

have no power to pardon; by keeping them out of a course of law the executive will have in their power to 

recommend them to the Legislature at their meeting in October to be the subjects of an act of pardon…” 
[6] 

The Legend of “Judge” Lynch, and “Lynch-Law” 

The same leniency cannot be attributed, however, to all the Patriots who responded to the Loyalist 

insurrection.  In fact, the swift justice brought upon the Bedford group by Col. Lynch and his men is a 

tale that has become a part of the American legend.  Many researchers have gone so far as to trace the 

origin of the term “lynching” to events that took place in 1780 at Green Level, Lynch’s plantation in 

eastern Bedford County. 

“Legend” is a word used appropriately, due to the fact that written records do not show how his “swift 

justice” was implemented; rather it is in accounts passed down through the generations. Thus, it is 

especially important to frame the stories in terms of how it may have changed through time and 

through interpretations and various unintended prejudices.  Having said that, it is generally agreed that 



the plantation “court-martials” endured by the Loyalists captured by Lynch and his militia would have 

been considered worthy of notoriety even through the stalest telling; the biography provided online by 

the Avoca Museum of Lynch provides a good summary: 

“Lynch quickly gathered about 75 prisoners and brought them to his plantation, Green Level (site of 

present-day Avoca Museum). With Judge Lynch presiding, some of the accused were acquitted for lack of 

evidence and others were imprisoned for terms ranging one to five years. Lynch chose to disregard 

Governor Jefferson’s directive to send the worst offenders to Richmond because of the time and cost of 

transporting his prisoners the considerable distance to Richmond. Beside these concerns, Lynch reasoned 

that Tories might arrange an ambush and spring upon the prisoner escort or furnish false witnesses that 

might serve to have guilty men acquitted. Hence, Judge Lynch would mete out his own version of frontier 

justice. Legend states that the worst offenders were tied by their thumbs to branches of a black walnut 

tree and given thirty-nine lashes with a whip known as the cat o’nine tails. If the convicted individual 

indicated a desire for mercy with the cry “Liberty forever!”, he would be spared the remaining lashes and 

would be entered into American military service for a period of one year.” 
[5] 

It is not known who was captured and sent to Green Level nor was it believed to be documented the 

proceedings of individual accused.  We can infer, however, that the large influx of prisoners to the 

Bedford County jail in late summer 1780 were the same as those seized by Lynch and his militia.  The 

account of these prisoners and the time spent there is shown in Bedford court records and in the 

Journal of the House of Delegates of Virginia… 

 

Part 3: The Trials and Pardons for the Offenders 

Bedford County Trials 

John Meade, the Bedford County jailer at that time, submitted a petition to the General Assembly to be 

compensated for maintaining approximately 75 individuals during the summer of 1780; the arrival of the 

loyalist captured by Lynch that summer had flooded his jailhouse.  Included in the list are all the names 

recorded in the court order books as being sent for further trial in Richmond.  Meade asks for 

compensation for expenses incurred “during which time they were furnished with good and wholesome 

diet, to procure which put the petitioner to great expense and trouble.” 
[7]

  In December, he is awarded 

partial compensation for the eighteen hundred days worth of provisions he had tallied in his petition.   

A transcript of his claim, including days claimed for each prisoner can be found in the Virginia 

Revolutionary Publick Claims.  Thomas Hunt is listed as having received 41 days provisions per Meade’s 

list. 
[8]

  However, given the fact that there are duplicates, and that the range of days listed varies widely, 

it is possible there were errors.  In fact, William Cheeke is listed at only 29 ½ days claimed, despite court 

records indicating he would have been there from late August through early October.  Thus it is not 

certain whether the number of days always corresponded to the amount of time spent in jail. 

Regardless of inaccuracies in Meade’s account, the fate of Thomas Hunt and others held in the jail is 

known through the court order books – on 30
th

 September 1780 he appeared in court to answer to the 

charge of high treason.  Hunt and 11 others are listed on that date, with 4 having already appeared in 

August, and 1 more appearing the 2
nd

 October.  Each entry is written in a similar fashion.  Amongst the 



group only Thomas Watts pleads “not guilty”.  The entry in the court Order Book for Thomas Hunt is as 

follows: 

“At a court held at Bedford Courthouse the 30th Sept 1780 For the Examination of Thomas Hunt on 

Suspicion of High Treason… 

The Prisoner being led to the Barr in Custody &c Charged w’th the Treason Af’d saith he is guilty of taking 

the following Oath and administering It to others (to wit) I Do Swear &c where upon this the opinion of the 

Court that the s’d Thomas Hunt ought to be Tried for the same before the Judges of the General Court 

therefore this Com’d the Sh’f that he remove him back to the Goal of this Cty & from thence to the Publick 

Goal.” 
[2] 

Another petition documented in the Journal of the House of Delegates shows that in September 1780, 

Harry Terrell “received orders from the commanding officer of Bedford county to summon a guard for 

the purpose of conveying to the public jail, a number of men on suspicion of treason; that he accordingly 

summonsed a guard of eight men for the purpose aforesaid.”  His petition also asks for additional 

compensation in handing the prisoners, but it is rejected by the Assembly. 
[7] 

Thus, by October 1780, with the Loyalist uprising being thwarted by the local militia, there only 

remained a handful of the most adamant members; having plead guilty, they knowingly relegated their 

fate to the decision of the General Court. 

Attorneys to Represent the Richmond Prisoners 

There are records in the Bedford County Chancery that describe disputes between the imprisoned Tories 

from Bedford County and two Attorneys in Richmond.  When they arrived at the Jail in early October 

1780, the men were visited by Bartlett Williams, an Attorney in the General Court.  Upon inspection of 

their account and situation, which included written papers that were “evidence of their guilt,” possibly a 

copy of the written oath of Allegiance, Williams assessed their situation to be serious enough to warrant 

a conviction of high treason, punishable by death.  Per accounts by the Tories it is suggested they later 

felt this was a scare tactic employed to conjure business.  Regardless, seven members of the group, 

including Thomas Hunt, agreed to a payment of 1,000 £ paper money as compensation for, as what was 

likely described to them by Williams, “the most Vigilant, able, and Laborious defense” which would be 

required by their situation. 
[9] 

Shortly thereafter during another visit, Williams told the group that he would require a partner, German 

Baker, to fully represent them.  Baker was not satisfied by the agreed payment, since paper money was 

rapidly depreciating at the time, and thus required 1,000 lbs. Tobacco as payment.  It was this amount, 

written for both Attorneys, for which Bonds were created on the 12th October 1780.  Note that only 

seven men agreed to payment for Baker and Williams.  Likely others declined the defense altogether. 

At the same time, discussions were already in the works in the General Assembly to arrange a pardon 

for these individuals.  Though not explicitly stated in the Chancery cases or in the Journal of the House of 

Delegates, it is likely that testimony from representatives of Bedford County, including W. Talbot and J. 

Buford, had already set in motion the pending pardon, having described the Tories as “ignorant” but not 

dangerous.   

As mentioned earlier, Thomas Jefferson had already indicated that a pardon would be the best outcome 

for those described as such; reflecting upon the situation, one can see how it would be undesirable to 



punish neighbors and friends; certainly it would be preferable for the patriots to find a way to force 

repentance or at least compliance from the remaining Loyalists.  As it turns out, the men may have 

finally became cognizant of the precarious nature of their situation – Chancery records document that 

the prisoners asked Williams about whether they should “humble themselves” by sending a petition to 

ask for leniency.  However he advised against it, stating it would play into their guilt.  Despite his 

suggestion, the prisoners sent their petition via the jailor Mr. Ross without Williams’s knowledge. 
[9] 

Baker later noted that he, and presumably Williams, were not involved in the discussions of the General 

Assembly.  The “act for granting pardon to certain offenders” passed the House on the 30th of 

November with confirmation received back from the Senate on the 11
th

 of December.  The act mentions 

each prisoner by name and also extends the offer of pardon to anyone from southwestern Virginia: 

“WHEREAS a number of ignorant people in the south western parts of this state have been deluded and 

misled by the emissaries of the common enemy, who have given a fresh proof that they spare no expense, 

and employ means the most dishonourable for accomplishing their purposes, bribing and seducing where 

their valour cannot subdue, and imposing by direct falsehoods upon the credulous, ignorant, and unwary, 

whereby some of the citizens of this commonwealth have been induced to take an oath of allegiance to 

the king of Great Britain, and engaged to enlist for or into his service: And whereas it is represented to this 

general assembly, that the said offending citizens have repented of their crimes and are humbly and 

sincerely solicitous to obtain pardon from their injured and offended country, and it is expedient to extend 

mercy and clemency to them; Be it enacted by the General Assembly, That all and every person and 

persons whatsoever in the counties of Henry, Bedford, Pittsylvania, Botetourt, Montgomery, and 

Washington, who shall previous to the first day of November in the present year, have been guilty of 

taking an oath of fidelity to the king of Great Britain, since the expiration of the year one thousand seven 

hundred and seventy six, or enlisting others, or engaging to enlist themselves or others into the service of 

the said king; and who have not superadded to the taking such oath and enlistment, any overt act criminal 

by law, shall and may go before some justice of the peace in any one of the said counties on or before the 

last day of February next ensuing, and take the oath of fidelity to this commonwealth, and subscribe the 

same in the presence of the justice administering it. And whereas Joseph Greer, Wayman Sinclair, John 

Wilks, William Chuke, Jacob Feazle, Anthony Epperson, John Ayres, Thomas Hunt, Richard Bandy, Rowland 

Wheeler, Josiah Meadows, Randolph Richardson, Joseph Wilson, Daniel Huddleston, Thomas Watts, and 

Edward Hore, were lately committed in order to their trial for the offences before recited, several of whom 

now remain in close confinement, and others of them were lately enlarged upon bail, and it is just that the 

benefit of this act should be also completely extended to them…” 
[9] 

The men were to take an oath of allegiance to the Commonwealth, which was reviewed by Governor 

Jefferson, before they were to be released.  Incidentally, history shows that only a few short weeks after 

receiving their pardon, Richmond burned to the ground in January 1781 at the hands of the British, after 

Benedict Arnold marched with 1,600 troops in a surprise attack of the city… 

 

Part 4: Debt Disputes and Continuing Disillusionment  

Disputed Payment of Debt for Attorney Fees 

Williams and Baker pointed out in their later responses in Chancery that the bonds they had received to 

represent the prisoners were already obtained prior to any pardon received and that the amount was 

generous given the dire situation they faced.  In James Buford’s deposition, he testified that in a 



conversation with Williams, the Attorney stated that he would “make a fine penny” by receiving the 

1,000 lbs. Tobacco “for clearing them”.  When Buford suggested that since they were already pardoned 

they should not have to pay the fee, he responded that he did not care; all that mattered was they were 

cleared, and not how they were cleared. 
[9] 

There was considerable confusion on the amount each prisoner would have to pay given the 

circumstances.  Some interpreted that Williams would allow them to discharge the bonds for 1,000£ 

paper money instead of the Tobacco.  Others had heard from the General Assembly, specifically W. 

Talbot, that with their pardon they were not obliged to pay these Bonds anymore.  Still others noted 

after having employed both Williams and Baker and having been charged for both Attorneys that they 

felt that it was through subversive means that two Bonds were obtained – or that the 2nd Bond never 

occurred.  As a whole, the group described the situation by stating the Bonds were extorted from them 

by Williams and Baker through the use of “frightful apprehensions”. 
[9] 

The result was that sometime before 1785, Williams and Baker had sought payment through the 

Bedford Court, but the prisoners were allowed to counter this by sending the cases to Chancery; each 

one accused the Attorneys of having an “avaricious disposition” and of their actions being “contrary to 

the Act for Regulating the Practice of Attorney” and contrary to good conscience.  Williams and Baker 

adamantly denied these charges, claiming that they had not solicited these men and that they had 

received oral confirmation from them that they would pay the bonds, despite the fact that a pardon had 

been obtained.  Williams even went as far as saying he had a hand in arranging the pardon; however this 

directly contradicts Baker and the depositions of witnesses to the cases, especially that given by James 

Buford. 
[9] 

It is strongly suggested through review of the various court cases that the two Attorneys played little if 

any role in the actual defense of the Bedford Loyalists.  It is with no surprise, that they show all cases 

being “made perpetual” – meaning ruled in favor of the injunction put forth by the prisoners – by 

August of 1788.  However, it can be inferred by the fact that they had plead guilty and were unwilling to 

relinquish their loyalties, that when arriving in Richmond the group might have lacked the sense of 

severity the charge of high treason carried; thus these Attorneys may have at least had a sobering effect 

on these men, with talk of possible execution as punishment, so much so that it was made an easy task 

to sign on a portion of the said prisoners to these exorbitant fees. 

Continuing Refusal to Submit to Oath 

Afterwards, there are no records showing any other attempts at an organized insurrection in the area.  

The lack of advance seen by the British army in the south likely deflated any hopes that the war would 

go in their favor, or at least any thought that they might force a quick and decisive blow to the patriots.  

However, there was still considerable animosity and resistance to the new Commonwealth.  As noted by 

James Callaway in a letter the spring of 1781: 

“…my Duty Requires that I inform your Excellency, that a considerable part of the late Conspirators in this 

County have Refused to accept the Benefit of the Act of Pardon intended for them, and that the Conduct of 

a part of those who have complyed with the Law, together with the others, Discover a Disposition to 

become Hostile, whenever it may be in their Powers, Several Informations having been Lodged with me to 

this purpose already, Threats have been giving out. I understand they never were oblig’d to their Country 

for this Act of Pardon, as they were taught by their Attorneys that they had done nothing Capitol for which 

they could be Punished, and that they were not in need of such a Law.” 
[6] 



In the end, however, the inevitability of the political situation was likely enough to ensure compliance 

from the remaining loyalists. 

Not much else can be found regarding the weight these events may have had on these men, their 

families, or the community as a whole.  One can speculate that hard times may have fallen on some, 

considering legal debts and fines incurred as well as property seized.  Time away certainly would have 

had an effect on their families.  

It is said that history is written by the victors.  However, it is important not to bury the actions of our 

ancestors and assume they were all unified on the winning side.  In the case of Thomas Hunt, his role in 

this moment of history likely goes far beyond what can be gleaned from government records alone.  

How high he was in the ranks of this conspiracy may never be known.  In the end, the plot of Virginia 

loyalists, having never been fully realized, naturally has become relegated to historical obscurity; 

because a plot thwarted can seem on the surface unworthy of mention in contrast to action on a war’s 

front lines.  Ultimately, however, what matters most is the history itself, and it’s the stories of defeat 

that can often end up being the most enlightening and most intriguing of all. 
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